PLEASE NOTE - DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN THE GRUB SCREWS! FAILURE WILL RESULT IN THE
FEMUR HANDLE BREAKING AS THIS PRODUCT IS MADE FROM RIGID PLASTIC DLP RESIN!

Thank you for purchasing the Femur handle from Bare Bones Lock Picking! So you get the most out of the
handle, we have prepared a few points.

•

Designed to fit any bare handle pick up to 25-thou (approx 0.61mm) thickness and 0.35" (approx
9.0mm) width.
Left handed or Right handed use

•

Large diameter for more control and more comfortable

•

Comfortable for Single pin picking or knurled handle for heavier raking

•

Easily adjusted for picking USA (pins up) style or Euro (pins down) style

•

You don't' need to over tighten the grub screws (finger tight only) Over tightening will only run the risk of
stressing or fracturing the handle.

Insert the pick either facing downwards (USA style)

Tighten the grub screws using
the long length of the Allen Key
to prevent over tightening

or upwards (EURO style) so the pick handle is resting on
the top inside edge of the Femur handle

If the pick you are using has a narrow handle, use the following steps to help eliminate any rocking of the
pick when in use
1. Place Femur handle flat on the table with logo facing downwards
2. Loosen 2 grub screws either side of the handle
3. Insert the pick either facing downwards (USA style) or upwards (EURO style) so the pick handle is
resting on the top inside edge of the Femur handle
4. Tighten 2 grub screws either side of the handle
5. Turn Femur handle over with logo facing upwards and ready for use
This prevents any space for the handle to move by having the pick handle tight against the top internal edge
of the Femur

